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Current trends reflect an interest in predictive policing, increasing 

adoption of cloud services, pervasive location information, and the 

proliferation of mobile devices.  These trends are also being driven 

by an extremely constrained budget environment in most law en-

forcement agencies.  We believe these factors will combine to cause 

the law enforcement community to undergo a transformational 

change in the use of technology, similar in scope to the advent of 

GIS-based crime mapping in the 1990’s.  The new HunchLab antici-

pates these advances in an unprecedented manner.  We believe that 

HunchLab 2.0 truly represents the future of predictive policing.

We invite you to join us to help craft a tool of exceptional useful-

ness for police departments worldwide to improve public safety.
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It’s the fourth Tuesday in January and school 
is in session.  There were 3 burglaries and 2 
robberies yesterday. Six bars, three take-out 
stores, and a school are in the neighborhood.  
The forecast is 17° with cloudy skies.

Where do you focus your 2 patrol vehicles?
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HunchLab began as a project for the Philadelphia Police De-

partment and the Office of the U.S. Attorney.  They asked 

Azavea to develop a “Crime Spike Detector” – a geographic 

change detection system that could sift through millions of re-

cords each day and identify statistically significant spikes in 

clusters of crime events in the City of Philadelphia.  Based on 

the success of the Philadelphia prototype, Azavea was able to 

win a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant 

from the National Science Foundation to support the develop-

ment of a next generation Crime Spike Detector software tool 

– HunchLab – that could be used by police departments 

around the country.   

Development of this first version of HunchLab proceeded from 

2008 through 2011 and included early versions of forecasting capa-

bilities based on techniques published by various academic re-

searchers including near repeat pattern analysis and crime load 

forecasting based upon seasonality.   Since this first version of the 

software, Azavea began working with Drs. Jerry Ratcliffe and 

Ralph Taylor at Temple University to model long-term crime 

trends based upon neighborhood demographic indicators.   With 

Drs. Joel Caplan and Les Kennedy at Rutgers University, Azavea 

worked to automate their Risk Terrain Modeling approach to crime 

forecasting which explains why crimes emerge at specific locations 

based upon the nature of those locations (proximities to bars, bus 

stops, etc.)

These endeavors inspired Azavea to ask two questions:

• Could we create a system that uses many crime theories to gener-

ate a unified prediction of crime?

• How could such a unified picture of risk transform the way we 

think about crime analysis and predictive policing software?

HunchLab 2.0 represents our answer to these questions by provid-

ing functionality for command staff, analysts, and officers.
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Predictive Analysis
We have spent the last year cracking this code and building Hunch-

Lab 2.0.   For example, we can incorporate concepts such as: tempo-

ral patterns (day of week, seasonality); weather; risk terrain model-

ing (locations of bars, bus stops, etc.); socioeconomic indicators; his-

toric crime levels; and near repeat patterns.  The system automati-

cally learns what is important for each crime type and provides rec-

ommendations of where to focus the resources that you have avail-

able.   If you don't have particular datasets (such as bars or bus 

stops), the system simply adapts to use the data available in a 

given jurisdiction. 

Deployment Planning
Armed with this new predictive capability we also designed a sys-

tem to generate mission recommendations by considering the num-

ber of available staff and vehicle resources.  After predicting crime 

expectations across the jurisdiction, our solution calculates the fore-

casted crime level per unit of patrol effort for each area, sorts these 

areas from highest to lowest relative risk, and selects the mission 

areas that can be patrolled by the available resources.   This process 

maximizes the impact of patrols and ensures that the right quantity 

of mission areas is crafted. 

Leveraging Analysts
While predictive policing can automate the selection of focus areas 

for deployments, they do not replace the work of skilled analysts.  

In HunchLab 2.0, we enable analysts to support evidence-based 

practices in two ways.  First, working with command staff, ana-

lysts design tactical responses to specific crime types and location 

types; randomly patrolling a focus area is not always the best 

course of action.  By publishing tactics, analysts help officers to 

make effective use of their time.  Second, analysts publish spatial 

notes to the field.  Perhaps an offender was recently released from 

prison or perhaps the analyst has a suspect in mind for a recent bur-

glary series.  Spatial notes capture this information and dissemi-

nate it to the field when it is most relevant.

Mobility
Once generated, these mission areas can be disseminated via both 

low and high tech means.  The simplest dissemination technique is 

a printable PDF report outlining mission areas for the shift.    For 

departments with mobile broadband and GPS-enabled MDTs, 

smartphones, or tablets we provide a location-based service called 

Sidekick.   Sidekick provides officers with crime predictions about 

their current location, notifies them of mission objectives, and sup-

ports measurement of the dosage of field tactics to address crime 

problems.
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Geographic Predictive Analysis
At the core of HunchLab 2.0 is a new crime forecasting engine.  

These predictions power the new predictive missions capability, 

which enables departments to proactively generate the appropriate 

quantity of mission areas based upon the organizational and socie-

tal importance of various types of crime.  The forecasting engine 

uses ensemble machine learning approaches that can incorporate 

the following crime patterns into a single prediction of criminal 

risk:

• Baseline crime levels 

• Similar to traditional hotspot maps

• Near repeat patterns

• Event recency (contagion)

• Risk Terrain Modeling

• Proximity and density of geographic features (points, lines, 

and polygons)

• Routine activity theory

• Offender: Proximity and concentration of known offenders

• Guardianship: Police presence (historic AVL / GPS data)

• Targets: Measures of exposure such as population, parcels, or 

automobiles

• Collective Efficacy

• Socioeconomic indicators, heterogeneity, etc.

• Temporal cycles

• Seasonality, time of month, day of week, time of day, etc.

• Recurring temporal events

• Holidays, sporting events, etc.

• Weather

• Temperature, precipitation, etc.

Our belief is that the use of non-crime data sets as variables within 

a crime prediction system is important, because variables based 

solely upon crime data become skewed as predictions are used op-

erationally.  For instance, as crimes are prevented in mission areas 

due to police response, the only variables identifying areas as high 

risk are skewed in other systems.  By including other data sets, our 

system is more robust against this issue.

Our approach to mission recommendation is priority and resource-

aware.  After predicting individual crime expectations across the 

jurisdiction, our solution combines the individual predictions 

based upon department priorities.   For instance, assaults may be 

more important than burglaries.  The system then calculates the 

relative crime level per unit of patrol effort for each area, sorts 

these areas from highest to lowest relative risk, and selects the 

amount of areas that are able to be patrolled by the resources avail-

able.   This process maximizes the impact of patrols and ensures 

that the right quantity of mission areas is crafted. 
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When was HunchLab first introduced?
The HunchLab project began in 2005 as a prototype to detect local-

ized spikes in crime activity.  Azavea then secured research & de-

velopment funding from the National Science Foundation to ex-

pand this prototype into a commercial product.  Development of 

this first version of HunchLab proceeded from 2008 through 2011 

and included early versions of basic forecasting capabilities.   In 

2013, we developed a new statistical approach to forecasting crime 

that could include multiple data sets and crime theories in one pic-

ture of risk.  This new statistical approach was combined with a 

new design to form the HunchLab 2.0 application and previewed 

publicly in September 2013.  The first HunchLab 2.0 pilot clients 

are currently being deployed at the start of 2014. 

Many predictive policing technologies 

seem to have originated from techniques 

unrelated to crime.  How did HunchLab 

originate?
In Azavea’s various civic software projects, we have found that 

blending knowledge from two distinct fields often results in inno-

vation.  For instance, in HunchLab 1.0, we took a statistical method 

often used in bio-surveillance to detect disease outbreaks and ap-

plied it to crime data to detect spikes in activity.  From a risk fore-

casting perspective, our analytic techniques within HunchLab 1.0 

were based upon published academic work that each looked at an 

individual aspect of crime patterns.

Azavea began receiving feedback about ways to enhance these fea-

tures.  For instance, our load forecasting feature in HunchLab 1.0 

forecasts aggregate crime levels based upon season, day of week, 

and the overall trend.   When users saw this feature, they immedi-

ately asked for weather and special events to be included in the 

forecast.   This type of feedback led us to begin work on HunchLab 

2.0.

As we developed HunchLab 2.0, we started with a desire to incor-

porate different data sets (each representing a different crime the-

ory perspective) into a unified forecast.   We then evaluated a num-

ber of machine learning and statistical models to solve this prob-

lem and evaluated how they met our design objectives.  Some of 

the most innovative approaches to predicting outcomes are, in-

deed, being developed for use in other fields including e-

commerce and advertising.  There is not a specific inspiration for 

the statistical approach that we are using (detailed more in a later 

answer).  The modeling approach we are using is used in many do-

mains and is often found to be the most accurate predictive algo-

rithm.

What criminological theories have shaped 

HunchLab 2.0?
As the previous answer mentioned, in developing HunchLab 2.0, 

we had a design objective to be able to incorporate various crimino-

logical theories into one unified model.  These theories include con-

cepts such as the near repeat phenomenon discussed by a number 
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Is HunchLab based on proven research?  

Has it been documented in the literature?
Since HunchLab 2.0 is new, Azavea does not yet have published 

evaluation documents.  The theoretical concepts used within 

HunchLab 2.0 are not new, however, and have been studied and 

documented by many academics.  At the end of this section, we 

have provided links to some research papers that we and others in 

the field have written on Risk Terrain Modeling, near repeat fore-

casting, and other methodologies that have been operationalized in 

HunchLab. Individually, these methodologies have demonstrated 

their effectiveness in a number of police departments in North 

America and Western Europe, but research is still ongoing.  

For HunchLab 2.0, Azavea views effectiveness as two main compo-

nents.   The first component deals with the accuracy of the predic-

tions themselves.  This component we are measuring for various 

crime types in an ongoing fashion and can make claims about.  The 

second component deals with the effectiveness of a predictive polic-

ing tool in terms of crime reductions.  It is tricky to use this meas-

ure in selecting a solution because it is so dependent on how the 

tool is used by an agency.  Software, after all, doesn’t prevent 

crime.   For instance, we could have the same tool at two law en-

forcement agencies.   The culture of the first agency is very data 

driven, and they adopt the tool to great success.   The command 

structure at the second agency doesn’t value the tool and therefore 

it has no impact.  

Related Publications
Here are some publications of interest on the crime theories used 

in HunchLab: 

Near repeat pattern analysis 

Haberman, CP & Ratcliffe, JH (2012) The predictive policing chal-

lenges of near repeat armed street robberies, Policing: A Journal of 

Policy and Practice.

Ratcliffe, JH & Rengert, GF (2008) Near repeat patterns in Philadel-

phia shootings, Security Journal. Volume 21, issue 1-2: 58-76.

Risk Terrain Modeling

Heffner, J. (2013). Statistics of the RTMDx Utility. In J. Caplan, L. 

Kennedy, and E. Piza, Risk Terrain Modeling Diagnostics Utility 

User Manual (Version 1.0). Newark, NJ: Rutgers Center on Public 

Security.

Additional resources (publications, software, manuals)

Seasonality 

Wilpen Gorr , Andreas Olligschlaeger , Yvonne Thompson (2003)  

Short-term Forecasting of Crime, International Journal of Forecast-

ing 19
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Role-based Security
Access to system functionality is restricted based upon security 

roles.  For instance, only a few users need administrative access to 

the system.   This approach reflects the guidelines in CJIS v5.1 sec-

tion 5.5.2.

Authentication Credentials
HunchLab can delegate credential management to 3rd party direc-

tory services such as Active Directory.  In such cases, HunchLab as-

sumes that the 3rd party directory service provides a CJIS compli-

ant security model.   Additionally, HunchLab can provide a stand-

alone authentication system that complies with both the standard 

authentication and advanced authentication specifications in CJIS 

v5.1 sections 5.6.2.1 and 5.6.2.2.   Our advanced authentication op-

tion provides 2-factor authentication using time-based tokens gen-

erated by mobile applications for iOS and Android devices.  

Password Management & Login Failures
If operating in stand-alone authentication mode, HunchLab stores 

user passwords in a salted cryptographic hash format, which in-

creases the computing power necessary to reverse engineer a 

user’s password, even if our database is compromised.   Addition-

ally, to prevent external attacks on user credentials, the system 

keeps track of unsuccessful login attempts and locks the account 

for progressively longer periods of time.   This policy is recom-

mended in CJIS v5.1 section 5.5.3.

Session Lock
When a user logs into HunchLab, a temporary security token is 

kept within their local browser memory.  Upon detecting inactivity 

for 30 minutes, HunchLab locally encrypts this token using a sim-

ple passcode that the user specifies and masks the screen contents.   

This approach is similar to the way a screen saver masks the screen 

of a desktop while allowing a user to rapidly access the system 

again as specified in CJIS v5.1 section 5.5.5.

Data Protection
The HunchLab service is hosted within Amazon Web Services 

(AWS) data centers.   These data centers implement state-of-the-art 

security practices that protect the physical access to data within 

HunchLab as recommended in CJIS v5.1 section 5.9.   Additionally, 

AWS continuously monitors their infrastructure against denial of 

service attacks and penetration vulnerabilities.  

Within the HunchLab architecture, Azavea has utilized several se-

curity features of the AWS platform to harden the system.  For in-

stance, all inbound traffic to HunchLab is encrypted via SSL and 

terminates at a set of load balancers.   These load balancers only al-

low secure HTTPS traffic and proxy all traffic to the application.   

Each component of the application is isolated from all others with 

only the minimum required network traffic for each server in-

stance granted.   This security is enforced as inbound and out-

bound firewall rules on each server, as well as redundantly at the 

network level.   All data in transit within the application is en-
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crypted.  These design approaches seek to conform to CJIS v5.1 sec-

tion 5.10.

Personnel
Upon request, Azavea will cooperate with the screening of Azavea 

personnel with access to the HunchLab system in line with CJIS 

v5.1 section 5.12.
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Azavea is an award-winning geospatial software design and devel-

opment company based in Philadelphia.  The firm was organized 

in 2000 to create technologically advanced solutions for web and 

mobile geospatial data visualization and analysis.  Azavea is a certi-

fied B Corporation, a for-profit corporation with a social mission.  

Our mission is to apply geospatial data and software to create 

more sustainable, vital and livable communities while advancing 

the state-of-the-art through research.  Azavea provides a range of 

services that include: 

• Web and mobile software development 

• User interface and experience design

• Mapping and spatial analysis

• High performance computing

• Spatial data mining and modeling

• Research and development

The firm has designed and implemented geographic data applica-

tions for a variety of domains including:  economic development, 

elections, urban forestry, crime analysis, humanities and land con-

servation.  

Technology and Partners
Azavea’s developers work with a broad range of tools and have 

particularly strong backgrounds with the .Net, Java, Python, 

Django and Scala frameworks.  

Azavea is an Esri Business Partner and has several years of experi-

ence with development and deployment on the ArcGIS platform 

with dozens of applications implemented on ArcGIS Server and 

ArcGIS.com.   Azavea was named ESRI Business Partner-of-the-

Year or Foundation Partner-of-the-Year in 2006, 2007 and 2010.  In 

addition, Azavea is a Microsoft business partner with substantial 

experience developing the .Net Framework, SQL Server and Win-

dows Server platforms.

Azavea has also partnered with The Omega Group to integrate the 

predictive missions capability of HunchLab 2.0 in the CrimeView 

suite of software.

In addition to commercial toolkits, Azavea staff is experienced cre-

ating web software solutions that use online API’s such as Google-

Maps, Bing Maps, ArcGIS Online and OpenStreetMap.  The firm 

works with a range of open source tools that accelerate and lower 

the cost of our software development work.  In particular, Azavea 

has a great deal of experience with creating solutions that bring to-

gether the strengths of both commercial and open source toolkits 

to create high quality and visually attractive applications.  The firm 

not only has experience with open source solutions, but also con-

tributes to them, including significant contributions to OpenLayers 

and PostGIS.  In addition, two of Azavea’s software solutions, Dis-

trictBuilder and OpenTreeMap, are open source and we release 

many other software libraries under an open source license.
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User Experience Design
Azavea takes great pride in the development of user interfaces that 

are simple, easy-to-use and are crafted for the specific purpose at 

hand.  Our talented developers and designers work with each cli-

ent to develop applications that aren’t simply functional, they are 

simple and beautiful.

Commitment to Community
Azavea is committed to working on projects with a strong social 

value component in order to promote the emergence of more dy-

namic, vibrant, and sustainable communities.  Each of Azavea’s 

projects, products and pro bono engagements showcases this com-

mitment.  Azavea works with a range of open source tools that ac-

celerate and lower the cost of our software development work.  In 

particular, Azavea has a great deal of experience with creating solu-

tions that bring together the strengths of both commercial and 

open source toolkits to create high quality and visually attractive 

applications.  The firm contributes to several open source projects, 

including the OpenLayers, PostGIS, FastDAO, DistrictBuilder and 

SourceMap.

Azavea R&D
Azavea has an active research and development program through 

which the firm invests substantial resources toward the develop-

ment of new solutions and techniques.  Each employee is encour-

aged to develop a personal research project that will both engage 

the employee and extend the capabilities of the organization.  Cur-

rent research projects include:  crime risk forecasting solutions; 

smart phone applications; cloud computing; creating tools for as-

sessing walkability; and development of an historic geocoder that 

can support mapping of historic addresses.  While not all of these 

research projects results in measurable commercial success, they 

are an important part of a culture at Azavea that encourages and 

takes pride in innovative applications of geospatial technology.
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www.hunchlab.com

info@azavea.com

215.925.2600

The Future in Sight
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